


4. I did not see where the bid called for Brand name 

only as specified on page 16 of the bid documents, 

paragraph 31.  I prefer selling Delco Brand name 

only, but I can not find that explicitly specified. For 

the following WMATA part numbers, are the parts 

required to be Brand Name Delco parts only, or are 

aftermarket parts considered:

871390067               872490001     872400011

871390068               872400023     872400008

871400007               872400020     872400016

872400005               872400017

4. WMATA will review and consider “Approved Equal” product.  

Each “Approved Equal” request will need to be vetted and 

approved.  Please provide a spec sheets for all “Approved 

Equal” requests. 

2. Item 871550033 is a kit.  What exactly are the 

contents of this kit ?  

For WMATA part 871550033, the only approved part 

showing is a vendor specific part – Esscenkit#1.  Is 

there a breakdown of what goes into that kit? 

2. WMATA P/N 871550033

(1)          Bearing Ball P/N A9-218

(1)          Bearing Ball P/N A9-219

(1)          Small Parts Kit P/N A9-129

3. For the below item on CQ18096, will there be a 

core return program involved, or are we to quote full 

price and not expect return of cores?

876720041 BATTERY, AGM: AMPERAGE: 1150 CCA, 

FEATURES: 3/8 THREADED POST, SIZE: GROUP 31, 

VOLTAGE: 12 VOLT

3. Please quote at full price for this particular item. 

GENERATOR AND BATTERY COMPONENTS FOR USE IN THE MAINTENANCE OF 

WMATA'S BUS FLEET

CQ18096
Questions Answers

1. Hardware – bolts, washers – these are typically 

sold in packages, not individually.  

For example Item 871550094 bolt with annual qty of 

75 pn A9-828.  Niehoff (the manufacturer) sells A9-

828 in packages of 10.  Would WMATA be ordering 

75 pkgs of 10 or 75 bolts ?

1. WMATA will be ordering with unit of measure of each, so it 

would be 75 bolts each in this case.


